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Wayfinding in public transit environments is especially complex, 

combining both spatial and temporal tasks for users to reach their 
destination. However, a gap exists between users’ needs and existing 
infrastructure design. With the introduction of Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICT) to the broader public, the 
wayfinding process has shifted from more traditional methods to more 
digital approaches, leaving individuals with the task of navigating the 
space between both physical and digital milieus. The exploratory study 
presented in this paper provides insights into physical and digital 
navigational practices in public transit wayfinding systems. The method 
employed was that of a Destination-Task Investigation, a qualitative 
mobile interviewing method used to capture participants’ feelings, 
thoughts, and experiences. The study focuses on three transit spaces 
within the network: (a) aboveground transfer stations, (b) belowground 
transfer stations, and (c) on transit, and reveals that participants often 
relied on their smartphones instead the physical wayfinding 
infrastructure. Moreover, participants were found to use their 
smartphones in three navigational approaches: (1) Directional 
Confirmation, (2) Current Positioning, and (3) Future Planning. Results 
show that participants preferred the Directional Confirmation approach 
in both aboveground and belowground transfer stations and used their 
smartphones for navigational purposes most often while on transit. The 
study also helps illuminate that the presence of a robust wayfinding 
system within a public transit system increases user trust in the overall 
system. This study contributes to better understanding user behavioural 
patterns which has significant relevance for researchers as well as 
practitioners.  
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1. Introduction  

While transferring between the train and the bus in Munich’s public transit system, a participant 
from our study turned a corner and found themselves having to make a crucial decision: do they 
turn left or right to make their connection? The user was aware there was only a few minutes before 
their bus’s departure – a stressful predicament. What made this decision so difficult for the 
participant was that they were unable to find any physical navigational information to guide them 
through their transfer. As a result, they used their smartphone for navigational assistance, only for 
it to suggest a completely new route, which in turn, caused further delay. In the end, the conflicting 
navigational information caused the participant to miss their connection, leaving them confused 
and frustrated. This experience is likely familiar to those who use public transit. But how can public 
transit wayfinding networks be improved in order to reduce user confusion and frustration?  

This paper discusses the importance of digital navigational tools in public transit settings. Findings 
used for the paper are from a Destination-Task Investigation study we conducted in 2019. The 
study consisted of twelve participants who travelled between a start and an end point, with a 
mandatory mid-point interchange stop, in Munich’s public transit system. Participants were 
permitted to use any form of navigational aid to help them reach the designated destination point. 
It was shown that smartphones were a popular navigational aid choice amongst most participants. 

1.1 Wayfinding within public transit 
The act of wayfinding itself is a multi-tasked activity involving multiple senses to read the external 
environment in order to reach a destination (Allen, 1999; Arthur & Passini, 1992; Lynch, 1960; 
McDonald & Pellegrino, 1993; O’Neill, 1992).  

A public transit wayfinding network is a physical and localized system made of signage, lighting, 
colours, maps, and other design features that aid users in navigating the transit space. Wayfinding 
systems within public transit provides a network of spatio-temporal guidance for passengers 
(Fendley, 2016; Rodrigues, et al., 2018, Scollon & Scollon, 2003, and van der Hoeven & van Nes, 
2014). While traveling through public transit, individuals rely heavily on reading their 
surroundings to contextualize their current positioning in order to reach their destination (Lynch, 
1960; Mollerup, 2013; Timpf, 2002).  

Each public transit wayfinding system has a distinct look and feel, and users are required to 
intuitively understand the transit culture of the system the moment they step foot into the network 
– regardless of experience (Mollerup, 2013). The network is localized and functions as a stand-alone 
directional system and are sometimes overlooked, not updated, or simply neglected, leading to 
user confusion, frustration and, eventually, retention issues (Fendley, 2016; Fu, et al., 2018). 
Additionally, improving wayfinding networks proves to be challenging, as not all public transit 
systems are controlled by one regional authority often creating fragmented and inconsistent 
navigational information for users. Leaving it up to the transit user to decipher the minutiae of 
directional information within the public transit space. Moreover, can lead to the use of external 
navigational options, such as smartphones, to get route clarification external of the user’s physical 
surroundings (Line, et al., 2011; Ferri, et al, 2021). By retrieving externalized route information 
increases perceived navigational complexity, through contradictory directional information 
provided by the smartphone (Ferri and Popp, 2022).   

The continuous inside-outside and aboveground-belowground dichotomy of transit spaces, 
especially that of larger transit network, adds to the intricacies of user experience as the transit 
space intersects both internal and external stimuli. Creating a very complex navigational 
environment. The availability and legibility of a wayfinding network also has a direct impact on 
user behaviour, mood, and overall experience (Carpman & Grant, 2002; Diab & El-Geneidy, 2015, 
Diab, Badami, & El-Geneidy 2015; Ferri and Popp, 2022 Haake, et al., 1984; Natapov, et al., 2015).  
Throughout a transit journey, a user’s overall confidence in using public transit can fluctuate 
depending on the level of perceived complexity which leads users to predominately navigate based 
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on familiarity and comfort (Afrooz, et al., 2018; Arthur & Passini, 1992; Allen 1999; Marchette, et 
al., 2011; Montello, 2007; Li & Klippel, 2016, Tzeng and Huang, 2009). Furthermore, all users come 
with their own set of behaviours and perspectives and are expected to understand the norms of 
the transit system, while also navigating alongside other users with their own goal destinations, 
and varying experience levels with public transit (Lee, et al, 2014; Scollon & Scollon 2003; Timpf, 
2002). Consequently, the effectiveness of a public transit wayfinding system lies in the interaction 
of structural design principles and the users’ basic understandings of the system itself.  

1.2 The complexity of public transit spaces 
With high passenger volumes and multifaceted transiting areas, public transit spaces remain some 
of the most complex navigational environments, as spatial and navigational cues are found to be 
confusing, misleading, and equally intimidating for many individuals (Chang, 2013; Haake, et al, 
1984; Natapov, et al, 2015; Peponis, et al, 1998; Stankiewicz & Kalia, 2007). Several studies have 
shown that individuals prefer to be physically distant with one another in public transit (Clayton, 
et al, 2016; Evens & Werner, 2007; Hall, 1966), and when feeling crowded, begin to feel a loss of 
control and attention and increases in stress (Schmidt & Keating, 1979). As a result, transit spaces 
are seen as overly complicated, unclean, and void of navigational information, which adds to user 
retention challenges and perpetuate negative attitudes toward the local public transit system as a 
whole (Cox, et al, 2006; Diab & El-Geneidy, 2015, Diab, Badami, & El-Geneidy 2015; Evans & 
Werner, 2007; van Lierop, et al., 2018; van Lierop, et al., 2021, Vuchic, 2005).  Subsequently, the 
need for well-designed wayfinding networks within these systems becomes essential to 
functioning public transit environments (Egger, 2016).  

1.3 The seamless experience 
While the idea of the “seamless experience” or “seamless journey” (Fendley, 2016; Wrede, 2016) 
for users in transit space is often discussed by architects, urban planners, and designers (many of 
whom have long contributed to inclusive community development and the bettering of public 
spaces), the concept is not always found in the final product. This is made evident as wayfinding 
practices in public transit have begun to shift from a reliance on internal methods, produced by a 
transit authority (through static on-site wayfinding devices), to an externalized and fragmentary 
path selection activity by users (through dynamic navigational apps via the smartphone). 

This is partly to do with the fact that wayfinding is a multi-tasked activity involving multiple 
senses, and individuals often break tasks down into more manageable segments which aid in 
creating a cognitive map and route planning (Chen, et al, 2009; Lynch, 1960; Timpf, 2002); in which 
using the smartphone can enhance and synthesize these tasks (Ferri, et al., 2021). Understanding 
how individuals behave during wayfinding tasks has been at the centre of wayfinding research for 
decades (Allen, 1999; Arthur & Passini, 1992; Golledge, 1999; Lynch 1960; Montello 2001, 2005). 
Researchers have become increasingly interested in understanding users’ navigational behaviours 
in public transit environments (Bohte, et al, 2009; Ferri & Popp, 2022; Gountas & Gountas, 2007; Lai 
& Chen, 2011; St. Louis, 2014; Olsson, et al, 2014; Urry, 2007; van Lierop, 2021). Due to rapid 
innovations and a widespread adoption of information and communication technologies (ICT) 
over the last decade, more attention has been given to wayfinding and the use of ICT, specifically 
smartphone activities, by users within public transit systems (Alosaimi, et al, 2016; Bian, et al, 2021; 
Ferri, et al., 2021; Line, et al, 2011; Narimoto, et al, 2018; Shaheen, et al, 2016). The smartphone 
connects users with public transit systems through a digital platform that provides accessible and 
up-to-date information, giving users more control in their wayfinding experiences. This has led to 
both formal and informal integration of the smartphone into public transit spaces. 

1.4 Smartphones in transit space 
Increasingly, the concept of having access to information in a matter of seconds has become 
standardized in day-to-day activities, making the smartphone the benchmark for how we obtain 
information. This has clear implications to how we navigate and understand public transit spaces 
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(Bian, et al, 2021). Smartphone technologies are ubiquitous across all aspects of everyday life. Due 
to the smartphone’s high functionality, people have begun to replace the physicality of everyday 
activities (such as navigating public transit) with digitalization of these activities (such as buying 
tickets, looking at transit schedules, and using positioning maps) within the context of smart 
mobility (Cisterna, et al, 2021; Guidon, et al, 2020). Over the last decade, countries such as Germany, 
have seen an upward trend in smartphone ownership with levels topping over 60% of the 
population (VuMa, 2021). Line, et al. (2011), discuss the significance of mobile and smartphone 
technologies and how they have infiltrated everyday life, including the way we navigate and 
understand wayfinding. They argue how smartphone technologies have come to the aid of users 
in transit spaces and indicate a switch in user navigational behaviour. However, the limitations of 
smartphone-led-navigation are evident in terms of aiding the user in spatial learning as users do 
not take the time to learn about their environments but rely heavily on the information provided 
by their smartphone (Münzer et al, 2006; Münzer, et al, 2012).  

Third party apps such as Google and Apple can provide a user with navigational information, but 
creates visual and physical conflicts for the user, as branding, visual identity, guidance, and 
information varies from that of the physical and existing wayfinding devices while oversaturating 
navigational information (e.g. conflicting schedules on the platform versus what is showing on the 
smartphone). This leads potential negative outcomes, such as a higher risk in missing a transit 
connection. Moreover, smartphone reliance has come at a cost to wayfinding design, as public 
transit spaces are slow to keep-up with a rapidly evolving transit culture and current ICT 
technologies (Ferri, et al, 2021; Line, et al, 2011; Narimoto, et al, 2018; Urry, 2007).  

1.5 Digital and Physical: Conflicting Complimentary Practices? 
Looking at navigational practices of transit users can help categorize and understand how space is 
being perceived and how design can be adjusted. Distracting environments or environments that 
may be perceived as chaotic by a user, increases a user’s need to find clarity (Bell & Sundstrom, 
1997; Bell, et al., 2001; Chang, 2013; Haake, et al., 1984; Mollerup, 2013; Wisner, et al., 1991). In the 
context of communication and semiotics, public transit environments that lack legible wayfinding 
cues for passengers increase users’ need to incorporate alternative wayfinding methods. 
Smartphones provide an alternative, yet familiar, wayfinding method for individuals who are 
unable to read their physical surroundings. The growing use of ICT and subsequent transformative 
behavioural change in public transit has not yet been addressed under the larger umbrella of 
mobilities research, and within the branch of wayfinding design. There remains a gap in the 
literature in terms of understanding how ICT affects the design functionality of existing transit 
wayfinding networks, and the interplay between two navigational practices (physical and digital) 
in terms of user interaction. The popularity of using one’s smartphone in a public transit space 
sheds light on the importance of user focussed design, and thus provides opportunity to observe 
the functionality of navigation practices within the system.  

1.6 Overview of this Study 
This exploratory study examines two navigational practices found within public transit systems; 
that of the physical transit network and implied design functionality, and that of the digital - the 
smartphone and subsequent navigational apps as applied by a transit user. Examining the overlap 
of the two practices provides insight in terms of wayfinding design solutions as the use of a 
smartphone can help to indicate a potential weakness in the wayfinding design through a network 
evaluation. The navigational practices were examined side-by-side through a multi-participant 
Destination-Task Investigation (DTI) - a qualitative empirical study involving 12 participants 
navigating from an origin to a destination within the Munich public transit system with a focus on 
transferring between modes via transit interchanges (where one might need wayfinding devices 
the most). The objective of the study was to determine if design gaps exist in the public transit 
wayfinding network, and to therefore identify where the gaps are occurring and how individuals 
behave to overcome these gaps.  
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The study focuses on three major transit spaces within the network: (a) aboveground transfer 
stations, (b) belowground transfer stations, and (c) on transit. Additionally, this paper focuses on 
three navigational approaches DTI participants displayed (or more simply, how a participant used 
their smartphone compared to that of the physical environment): (1) Directional Confirmation 
(“Where am I going?”) - confirming the route that one is currently on, (2) Current Positioning 
(“Where am I?”) - confirming where one is located within the overall transit network, and (3) 
Future Planning (“How will I be getting there? / What’s my next step?”) - confirming the upcoming 
steps one must take to reach their destination. The exploratory study presented in this paper 
provides further insights into the understudied nexus of physical and digital navigational practices 
in public transit systems. A particular emphasis is put on the role of the smartphone in the 
wayfinding process, and the importance individuals placed on ICT in public transit spaces. This is 
done through observing users’ wayfinding experiences and providing network evaluation. Using 
qualitative analysis, including field observations, think-aloud protocol, and semi-structured 
interviews, the study aims to assess the gap in literature comparing two navigational practices 
(physical and digital) in public transit wayfinding. This also contributes to better understanding 
user patterns and how to improve wayfinding design in these spaces, which has significant 
relevance for practitioners as well.  

2. Method 

The method employed for this study was that of a Destination Task Investigation (DTI); a 
qualitative mobile interviewing method that captured participant’s feelings, thoughts, and 
experiences in detail as they navigated through Munich’s public transit network. Mobile 
interviewing techniques have become more popular within the mobilities research field as they are 
flexible in structure and allow for an in-situ description of the participants’ experiences (Büscher 
and Urry 2009; Levy 2001; Kazig & Popp 2012; Sheller and Urry 2006). All participants began their 
DTI at Munich’s East station (P1) and then made their way westward with a mid-point stop in the 
city centre at Karlsplatz/Stachus (P2) and finished their journeys at Schloss Nymphenburg (P3) 
[Figure 1].  

 
Figure 1. The route options of the Destination Task Investigations in Munich showing origin (P1), 
mid-point (P2), and destination (P3). 
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2.1 Destination-Task Investigation (DTI) 
The DTI itself consists of two parts, (1) a Destination-Task Activity and (2) a follow-up interview 
based on a cognitive map. 

 
1. Destination-Task Activity 

A short, semi-structured introductory interview was included at the beginning of the activity in 
order to understand how well users knew the Munich public transit system. Afterwards, 
participants were asked to reach a specified destination and be observed by the researcher. 
Participants were equipped with both audio and visual recorders and shadowed by the researcher. 
While navigating to the destination, participants were encouraged to use a think-aloud process to 
explain their thoughts, decisions, actions and feelings. Participants were allowed to use all forms 
of public transit, including Bus, Tram, S-Bahn (German word for a suburban rail network), and U-
Bahn (German word for an underground rail network – known as a Metro, Underground, Subway, 
or Tube in English), and instructed that they could use any form of aid they deemed necessary (e.g. 
smartphone, talking to people, looking at maps, etc.). The participants were made aware that they 
were in charge of all navigational decisions and that the researcher would be observing them. The 
objective of the researcher’s role was to encourage comments and discussion from the participant 
during their journey and would do so by interjecting with questions when they needed a clearer 
understanding of the participant’s decisions. In general, the researcher encouraged conversation 
surrounding the participant’s journey, but maintained no influence over a participant’s decisions 
(noting that the presence of the researcher alone already adds a layer of influence). 

 
2. Follow-Up Interview based on a cognitive map 

After completing the Destination-Task Activity participants sat down with the researcher and were 
asked to recall as much detail from their journey as possible through discussion, as well as drawing 
their experience, to allow for an exploration of emotions (Reason, 2010). Participants were 
encouraged to draw their journeys in the form of a cognitive map and reflect upon their actions in 
as much detail as they could remember. Users were then asked to mark their maps in three colours 
(green, yellow, and red) to indicate on their maps corresponding positive, neutral, and negative 
experiences they had during their journey.  

2.2 Participants 
The study consisted of twelve participants between the age of 25 and 45 from various nationalities, 
all of whom had been living in Munich for at least a year by the time of the start of the study [Figure 
2]. Participants were found through a call for volunteers and subsequent snowballing of 
individuals. Participants’ background, age, and transit usage was considered during the selection 
process to allow for a broad scope in transit and navigational behaviour. However, the process led 
to a bias in participant selection as all participants were highly educated able-bodied individuals. 
This still provided comparability by focusing on early-to-middle aged individuals with experience 
riding Munich’s transit system. All participants had unimpaired vision, except one participant 
(Trevor), who mentioned he had a red-green deficiency. As the native language for the interviewer 
was English speaking, all participants had either an intermediate, advanced, or native level of 
speaking English. The DTIs were conducted between June 2019 and January 2020. The destination 
task itself took between 40 to 120 minutes depending on the participant, and the follow-up 
interviews took 15 to 30 minutes per participant.  
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Figure 2. A list of DTI participants, including their nationality and their transit 
frequency/preferences – Participants were asked at the start of the DTI about their preferences – these 
preferences were then grouped into the five categories presented. 
 
While all participants had been living in Munich for at least a year before the start of this study, 
their level of familiarity with the chosen DTI route varied. Of the twelve participants, two were 
very familiar with the entire route, while the other ten were only familiar with sections of the route.  

2.3 Data Analysis 
The audio from the DTI was used as the primary data source, where the video footage allowed the 
researchers to capture instances of navigational decision making that were purely visual and 
otherwise missed through audio recordings. The researcher also took observational notes, which 
allowed for further conclusions on the wayfinding process. Interpretation of the results were based 
on the transcripts of the interviews, the video and audio recordings, the researcher’s observational 
notes, and the participants’ cognitive maps. This information was then transcribed in MAXQDA 
and then consolidated and visualized into participant graphs, otherwise called Customer Journey 
Map (CJM).  

The CJM was created in order to overlay participant data in a concise and clear format. A CJM is a 
visual story-telling tool that takes complex situations and simplifies them into a graphical 
presentation – for easier communication of data (Bucolo & Matthews, 2011; Kolko, 2015; van 
Lierop, et el., 2019; Zemke & Bell, 1989).  For this study, a modified version of the CJM was created 
which included important data such as location, time, transit mode, participant thoughts and 
quotes, participant emotion, and participant smartphone use were key to understanding the 
participants’ behaviours and actions during the DTI [Figure 3]. By creating a modified CJM for 
each participant allowed the researcher to compare where participants used smartphones during 
their journeys, what was happening when they used their smartphones, what was said when they 
decided to use their smartphones, and how they were feeling when they used their smartphones. 
The modified CJM provided a full overview of a participant’s journey and the multiple facets of 
the wayfinding experience, including the emotional highs and lows of navigation, as well as the 
sensorial experiences of participants in public transit.  
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Figure 3. An extract of the modified Customer Journey Map for a participant showing both parts one 
P1-P2 (purple) and two P2-P3 (orange) of the DTI. 
 

How to read the CJM: Columns in the modified CJM which show darker purple and darker orange indicate 
where participants used their smartphone, with quotes listed along the timeline. Pink, blue, green, red, or 
yellow indicate the mode type participant was using. The orange bars and blue dotted line indicates the 
positive-negative scale participants experienced. The grey section indicates whether a participant was 
aboveground, belowground, or on transit. Additional quotes and situational context are listed at the bottom. 

 

2.4 Three Transit Spaces 
Finding one’s way through the multitude of modes, nodes, scenes, and networks within public 
transit often requires an understanding of several different (and sometimes conflicting) wayfinding 
and transit systems. Participants of the DTI had the choice of using Bus, Tram, S-Bahn, and U-Bahn 
throughout their journeys. Based on data analysis of participant experiences, we categorized three 
types of spaces within the transit network: (a) Aboveground Transfer Station, (b) Belowground 
Transfer Station, and (c) transit mode spaces – which for this study we will call “On Transit”.  

(a) Aboveground Transfer Station 
An aboveground transfer station is a public transit platform located at or above ground level 
[Figure 3 and Figure 4]. Passengers can access these platforms in a variety of ways. Passengers 
typically walk onto them from the street level, walk to these platforms from a designated staircase, 
or access them from a particular mode. Aboveground transfer stations can be multi-platform 
structures, where passengers can easily transfer from one mode to another (e.g. from Tram to Bus). 
In Munich, these types of platforms primarily serve Bus, Tram, and S-Bahn routes.  

(b) Belowground Transfer Station 
A belowground transfer station is a self-contained public transit platform located underground 
[Figure 4 and Figure 5]. Passengers can only access these locations through limited designated 
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access points – or via the arrival of the mode they are currently taking (e.g. exiting a train at a 
designated station underground). In Munich, the belowground platforms are used only by S-Bahn 
and U-Bahn modes.  

 
  

 

 

Figure 4. Station forms for aboveground and belowground transfer stations in Munich. 
 

 

       
Figure 5. Left: Belowground transfer station at Munich’s Ostbahnhof U-Bahn. Right: Aboveground 
transfer at Karlsplatz tram station in Munich.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) On Transit 
On transit signifies when a participant is physically on a public transit mode type (Bus, Tram, S-
Bahn, and U-Bahn). [Figure 6]. This includes both a moving and stopped vehicle.  

 

       

       
Figure 6. Top Left: Inside a Munich Bus. Top Right: Inside a Munich Tram. Bottom Left: Inside a 
Munich S-Bahn. Bottom Right: Inside a Munich U-Bahn. 

 

2.5 Using the Smartphone 
Participants were not required to use their smartphones during the DTI and were allowed to 
navigate freely (or how they normally would navigate through a transit space). Eleven out of 
twelve DTI participants decided to use their smartphone at least once during the DTI experience. 
The number of times a participants used their smartphone depended on personal factors (such as 
familiarity and comfort), as well as physical design factors (such as a perceived lack of visible 
navigational information). Smartphone usage for navigational purposes is categorized into three 
navigational approaches based on our analysis of the usage patterns by participants during the 
DTI: 

1. Directional Confirmation: An individual found themself in a situation where they were 
unable to recall their direction and used their phone to confirm a navigational action 
and/or orient themselves through the transit space as they moved towards their 
destination (Münzer et al, 2006; Münzer, et al, 2012; Narimoto, et al, 2018). E.g. using the 
smartphone’s compass, map, or directional instructions to orient oneself dynamically 
through the system. 

2. Current Positioning: An individual used their smartphone to place themselves within the 
transit network or urban environment (Ferri, et al, 2021; Line, et al, 2011). E.g. using a city 
or transit map to situate one’s exact static location within the physical space.  

3. Future Planning:  An individual uses a schedule or map to determine the next step(s) in 
their journey required to reach their destination (Line, et al, 2011; Shaheen, et al, 2016). E.g. 
using a network map or schedule to “look-ahead” in time for potential navigational 
obstacles, alternative routes, and mode choices. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Participants in the study were permitted to navigate in the DTI using whichever navigational tool 
they felt they required. When participants used their smartphones, it helped the researchers 
determine that physical wayfinding guidance was perceived as missing. This study assessed how 
and where participants used their smartphones within the transit space to help understand better 
design solutions to improve the space.  

3.1 (a) Aboveground Transfer Stations 
The design of aboveground stations includes a range of architectural and infrastructural forms 
depending on the mode featured in the station. Unique characteristics of these stations help users 
easily identify their locations. For example, Tram, S- and U-Bahn platforms are located next to rails, 
and rails provide a visual cue for users that transit and a subsequent transit station is nearby.  
Aboveground transfer stations also include smaller; less identifiable features, an example being a 
bus-stop. In Munich, bus-stops often consist of a sign and/or a shelter, and do not provide the 
same level of visual identifiers for transit users. This can be said for many bus-stops in many cities 
which cause some individuals to struggle to find the bus-stop location (Diab & El-Geneidy, 2015, 
Diab, Badami, & El-Geneidy 2015; Vuchic, 2005). In Munich, all aboveground transfer stations on 
the DTI route were located outdoors, and therefore competed with surrounding visual distractions 
as well as exposed to environmental elements. Because of this, wayfinding devices competed in 
capturing participant attention with other non-transit related elements. Depending on the station 
size, individuals can easily be distracted from navigating their surrounding environment in search 
of an aboveground transfer station.  

Overall, during the DTI there was a moderate use of smartphone devices by participants at 
aboveground transfer stations. There were eight aboveground transfer station locations along the 
routes in the DTI [Figure 7]. All participants were faced with interacting with these transit spaces 
throughout their journey. Participants were found to use their smartphones frequently when 
located at an aboveground transfer station. When comparing the two navigational practices, digital 
navigational usage was preferred over existing physical design in terms of station legibility and 
route scheduling. All three smartphone usage types were used, however certain aboveground 
transfer stations (e.g. S-Bahn to Tram, S-Bahn to Bus, and Tram to Bus) warranted more 
smartphone use than others [Table 1].  

 
Figure 7. DTI route showing participant-used Aboveground Transfer Stations highlighted in pink. 
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The frequency of smartphone use was dependant on the availability of wayfinding devices located 
in and around the station, and on the design of the aboveground transfer station. Certain station 
locations required more smartphone usage than others. 

Table 1. Breakdown of participant smartphone usage in DTI Aboveground Transfer 
Stations. 

 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 
Directional 
Confirmation 
 

        

Current 
Positioning 
 

        

Future  
Planning 
 

        

 
Scale: 
 

      

No 
Usage 

Low 
Frequency 

 Medium 
Frequency 

  High 
Frequency 

       

Directional Confirmation:  
Directional Confirmation (DC) was performed by participants at A2, A3, A6, and A8 in the DTI. 
The overarching theme in DC was that in locations with less directional signage, participants felt 
the smartphone provided more reliable directional information than the physical environment.  

In the cases of A2, A6, and A8, all of which involved a mode-to-tram transfer, participants were 
more inclined to use their smartphones for DC. Determining the correct position on the platform 
was an issue mentioned specifically by participants due to the platform design.  While transferring 
between bus and tram at A6, DTI participant Serena mentioned that she wanted to confirm her 
destination: “I want to make sure that I'm not going to the wrong station”. In order to get between 
the bus-stop and the tram platform, there were no directional indicators. This not only made it 
difficult for Serena to navigate to the platform, but also for her to know which side of the tracks 
she should be on. A lack of directional information between modes creates a sense of confusion 
among users (Chang, 2013; Diab, Badami, & El-Geneidy 2015; Li & Klippel, 2016). Because the 
smartphone provides map and compass-like features, participants were able to better orient 
themselves in their surroundings. The smartphone’s map feature became popular amongst 
participants while at aboveground transfer stations. Map features on smartphones give individuals 
access to customizable routes, which in turn reduces reliance on physical devices. Physical maps 
are typically provided on platforms for navigational aid; however, they are not portable and not 
as accessible as the map provided by a smartphone.  

Participants mentioned the difficulty of navigating between modes in stating that their smartphone 
can help with the entire route, but it isn’t able to give enough details to know which exact stand or 
location on the platform to wait at for trams and buses. Details at this level are left to the physical 
surroundings and are not yet prominent on smartphone apps. Participants became more vocal 
about these concerns when there were multiple shelters at one stop, or several different vehicles 
leaving from one location. Participants noted the confusing nature of the design, as shelters and 
platform locations were not clearly marked, which added to the stress of using public transit. Clear 
delineations of mode-space increases user understanding of the transit system (Natapov, et al, 
2015; Peponis, et al, 1998). In this case, both the physical and digital design were not precise enough 
for comfortable navigation.  
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In terms of A3, S-Bahn-to-bus transfer, there was a particularly high frequency of DC. Construction 
and temporary relocation of bus-stops in this location led to participants using their smartphones 
as a directional aid as physical signage was not present enough for clear navigation. The transfer 
between S-Bahn and bus was not clearly indicated once participants exited the S-Bahn. Participants 
felt that the lack of signage of how to get from the S-Bahn platform to the bus stop hindered their 
abilities to navigate the space and made them feel like they had to guess which direction to travel. 
In addition, once participants found the bus stop, they were uncertain which side of the road they 
should be on due to the lack of navigational signage leading them to this point. These shortcomings 
in physical design increased participant reliance on the smartphone.  

Current Positioning: 
It was less common for participants to use Current Positioning (CP) at aboveground transfer 
stations. As participants moved through the transit network, the whereabouts of an aboveground 
transfer station was generally understood in terms of where in the city they were located – as a 
participant could simply look around them to get a general sense of where they were in the city 
via landmark identification. In cases like A3 and A7, there were construction sites and temporary 
stop re-locations. The fact the station was temporary, relocated, or under-construction, added to 
the sense of “where am I?” from participants, prompting them to use their smartphone to use CP.  

At A7, there was construction upon exiting the tram, and therefore a relocation in the exiting 
location, resulting in participants feeling confused at the station. The presence of construction 
material and path rerouting created a sense of doubt that they were at the correct location. 
Although construction is not a permanent feature at these locations, the presence of construction 
work and temporary relocation of stops is common in public transit and requires updated user 
navigational information.  

Future Planning: 
In several situations, participants often had spare time while waiting for their mode to arrive, 
particularly at A2, A3, and A4. At these locations, participants did not feel that scheduling 
information was adequately provided. Because of this, participants then found it difficult to make 
accurate route planning decisions and therefore relied on their smartphones to give this detail. 
Serena, while waiting for the bus at A3 stated, “Google says two minutes until the bus, but the 
electronic sign says 11 minutes.”. A comparison of the two navigational practices revealed a clear 
mismatch of information given to individuals. These discrepancies in scheduling led Serena to 
boarding the wrong bus, which later caused delays in reaching the destination. Participants did 
not feel as though there was enough temporal information on the platform to help them confirm 
their directional decisions, and therefore turned to their smartphones for more detailed 
information to plan their overall routes.  

When a mismatch in scheduling information from the physical to the digital occurred, participants 
were more likely to experience delays and trouble navigating the transit system, leading to higher 
stress and negative emotions. Because of the conflicting scheduling information, users may feel 
they cannot trust the information being provided to them within the transit system (Diab & El-
Geneidy, 2015; Vuchic, 2005). A lack of trust in the physical surroundings increases a user’s reliance 
on their smartphone and this feeling leads to individuals preferring to rely on their smartphones, 
this, in turn, causes a lack of trust in the public transit system as a whole and user retention issues 
later-on.  

3.2 (b) Belowground Transfer Stations 
In Munich, belowground transfer stations are only rail transit (S-Bahn and U-Bahn). During the 
DTI, participants encountered two belowground transfer stations, B1 and B2 [Figure 8]. 
Participants relied mostly on DC in belowground transfer stations [Table 2]. The confusion brought 
on by station design, crowds, or excessive signage increased participant uncertainty in these areas, 
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and resulted in a greater desire to use their smartphones. It is found that individuals that use 
crowded transit locations with poor design and wayfinding networks increases their stress and 
anxiety (Lai & Chen, 2011; Line, et al, 2011; Narimoto, et al, 2018). In order to improve this in terms 
of design, signage clarity, and a physical-digital alignment is required. Some participants 
mentioned they did not like being underground and felt that the way the stations were designed 
on the S-Bahn line made it difficult to read and know what station they were in - especially when 
the audio cues were inaudible or unclear. This made them feel uncertain about their route choices. 
Participants that chose to use their smartphones in these belowground stations found the spaces 
non-conducive to smartphone use as mobile signal and data availability is limited or out of range 
due to the location of the space.   

 
Figure 8. DTI route showing participant-used belowground transfer stations (in purple). 
 
The frequency of instances participants used their smartphones in belowground transfer stations: 

Table 2. Breakdown of participant smartphone usage in DTI Belowground Transfer 
Stations. 

 B1 B2 

Directional Confirmation 
 

  

Current Positioning 
 

  

Future Planning 
 

  

 
Scale: 
 

      

No 
Usage 

Low 
Frequency 

 Medium 
Frequency 

  High 
Frequency 

       

Directional Confirmation: 
B1 and B2 both provide S-Bahn and U-Bahn services. There was a high frequency of DC in 
belowground transfer stations during the DTI. As belowground transfer stations are contained 
spaces, the signage is often the only form of wayfinding aid users have when navigating through 
them. Visual distraction takes place within the transfer station itself with commercial business 
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and/or overcrowding within the corridors of stations. The stations themselves were made up of 
several corridors, which participants found difficult to navigate. However, after arriving at the 
platform, visual distraction and directional choice was limited. Use of smartphone as a 
navigational aid was significantly reduced once participants reached the platform. In the case of 
the U-Bahn, each side of the platform is designated for a specific direction of travel, users are 
informed as to which side of the platform they are to use by overhead screens and audio messaging 
when their trains are arriving and departing. The concept of reading the platform signage, expected 
behaviour on a platform, and the protocol required to enter the train platform is afforded through 
social practice (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). The process of entering and exiting an S- and U-Bahn is a 
learned experience, and the practice is generally the same around the world. The act of getting on 
and off an S and U-Bahn is an internationally understood process, and therefore the act becomes 
automatic for the user – which creates a sense of familiarity for the user. 

In some cases, DC was used at the station platform. Mina, a participant in the DTI, found herself 
checking her smartphone on the U-Bahn platform as she wanted to double check she was heading 
in the right direction. Mina explained: “I need to check if Laimer Platz (the name of the train direction) 
is the right way. Sometimes I get scared with the U-Bahn and taking the wrong direction”. As the 
end station is provided on the platform signage of the incoming train, she was able to clarify with 
the use of her smartphone that she was standing at the correct side of the platform by comparing 
information on the smartphone with the current information displayed on the platform. For Mina, 
the platform signage wasn’t enough detail in order for her to trust that the arriving U-Bahn was 
heading in the direction she needed. The smartphone provided an option to double check the route 
details (e.g. the name of the end station, the intermediate stops on the route, and a schedule time) 
so she could confidently confirm her navigational decision. Having the end station named on the 
train is a standard practice in Munich, however for those who are less familiar with train routes, 
the use of the smartphone can provide further navigational information (Ferri, et al., 2021). 

At B2, Serena was looking for the correct side of the S-Bahn platform and was unable to find the 
proper signage to lead her there. “I have to check my phone, again!”, she explained. Serena felt that 
the available signage was unclear and the transit space un-readable. The smartphone provided her 
with station names and route details otherwise not provided to her on the platform. The platforms 
provide a limited amount of navigational information for users. Ultimately, the practicality of this 
information is dependent on the familiarity the user has of the route (Chang, 2013; Li & Klippel, 
2016). Otherwise, a user requires further detail in order to make a decision.  

Current Positioning: 
There was a low frequency of use of CP in belowground transfer stations. This is not unexpected, 
as once participants step inside the transit system and head belowground, they become aware they 
are within the confines of the station’s walls. There is little opportunity for the participant to 
wander outside the transit space. The general sense of “where am I?” is reduced by the fact they 
know exactly “where” they are within the system’s network. For example, if an individual enters 
“Karlsplatz Station” they recognize they are at Karlsplatz Station within the wider transit system. 
Therefore, the use of CP with a smartphone becomes less desirable method of navigation as the 
information provided by the smartphone does not increase user awareness or knowledge.  

Future Planning: 
There was a moderate frequency of participants using their smartphones for Future Planning (FP) 
in belowground transfer stations, especially at B2. Mina, while on the S-Bahn platform, 
continuously checked her phone while waiting for the S-Bahn. Mina found the platform readable, 
however required her smartphone in order to help her plan out her next steps, as she felt the 
information provided on the platform was limited in terms of train schedules.  Google had 
mentioned a specific train to take, so she decided to follow the advice from Google, and waited as 
several trains heading in the same direction passed by. The train suggested by Google ended up 
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being late. Because of this, the connecting bus she needed at the next stop was missed.  Individuals 
require a certain amount of information in order to feel confident enough in making a “next step” 
in their transit journeys (Natapov, et al, 2015; Stankiewicz & Kalia, 2007). Had Mina decided not to 
use the information provided by her phone and taken one of the earlier trains, she would have 
made her bus connection. In this case, there was a disconnect between the information being 
provided to her on the platform and the digital information given to her through Google. The 
digital information provided by Google was not up to date with delays and schedule changes, and 
therefore led to a navigational error. This is a prime example of when the two navigational practices 
do not line up adding to excess complexities experienced by the user.  

3.3 (c) On Transit 
When it comes to navigating and wayfinding while on a moving vehicle, clarity and information 
availability are important. Wayfinding in On Transit situations was found to be more complex than 
both aboveground and belowground Transfer Station situations, as this involved a moving 
environment and greater temporal pressure for participants [Figure 9]. Studies have shown that 
complex environments increase the likelihood of increased user pressure and stress due to 
environmental and temporal challenges (Chang, 2013; Cox, et al, 2006) [Table 3]. 

 
Figure 9. DTI route showing participant On Transit mode routes. 

Table 3. Breakdown of participant smartphone usage in DTI On Transit. 

 Bus Tram S-Bahn U-Bahn 

Directional 
Confirmation 
 

    

Current 
Positioning 
 

    

Future  
Planning 
 

    

 
Scale:       
No 
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  High 
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Participant perception of time and space shifted immediately as they entered and sat on transit. 
Participants became more aware of the environmental changes, such as vehicle movement and 
scheduling updates (such as the electronic schedules in public transit vehicles). Participants’ 
frequency in smartphone usage increased during their time on transit for several reasons. The ease 
at which one feels on transit is highly dependent on the vehicle set-up and design, and the 
individual’s comfort level while using said mode (Brakewood, et al, 2014; Evans & Werner, 2007; 
St-Louis, et al, 2014). In most cases in Munich, rail-based transit such as, trams, S- and U-Bahns 
provide multiple digital screens and audio cues for users to understand their location within the 
network. The structure and design of the vehicles are standardized in that they provide a long, 
level aisle with seating to both the left and the right sides. Users are familiar with the set-up as they 
would have seen this, or similar designs had they taken public transit before.  

The set-up and design of buses in Munich can differ depending on which bus one happens to take. 
Like rail-vehicles, buses provide an aisle with seating on the left and the right, but can also contain 
empty sections reserved for wheelchairs and prams, level differences between seating sections 
(typically with a small set of stairs), different levels of seating, accordion-middle section which 
bends as the bus turns, and in Munich, vehicle extensions called bus trailers, which have a separate 
compartment connected to the back of a bus that provides more seating. Often on buses, the 
availability of navigational information is unreliable. In several cases, participants noted that 
digital screens were broken, and that audio cues were off. This coupled with the nature of bus 
transit (the fact buses are at the will of traffic and construction constraints often leads to shifts and 
changes in schedules and stop locations, and not all stops are used) creates a sense of uncertainty 
for the users (Diab & El-Geneidy, 2015, Diab, Badami, & El-Geneidy 2015). The lack of positioning 
updates, coupled with the nature of the bus requiring users to let the driver know when they want 
to stop, added to the increase in participants using their smartphones for current positioning.  

Participants mentioned that they disliked the bus due to the randomness and unreliable feeling 
they get from the mode. In addition, the bus system does not function the same way as a railed 
system in terms of a set route path denoted by rails where the vehicle stops at every stop, and the 
stops aren’t selected by or dependent on the riders. In many cases stops are not signed clearly or 
the audio announcements are unclear. This in turn, exacerbated participants’ perceived sense of 
uncertainty. It is this level of uncertainty while on the bus that led participants to rely on their 
smartphones for navigational information. The unreliability of inconsistent navigational 
information in public transit leaves many users with few options but to figure out their route and 
location with their smartphone (Egger, 2016). All these factors play into an individual’s desire to 
use the smartphone to help give themselves a sense of consistency and familiarity in an unknown 
situation. 

S-Bahn was perceived as the more reliable mode by participants during the intro-interview of the 
DTI, however smartphone usage was significantly higher compared to any other mode choice. This 
could be due to the S-Bahn travels both above and belowground. Additionally, S-Bahns all use the 
same tracks in the centre of Munich (the Stammstrecke), resulting in multiple lines running from 
the same stations. Added choice increases complexity for the user as there is an increase in mode 
availability (Allen 1999; Montello, 2007; Li & Klippel, 2016). When participants entered the S-Bahn, 
the amount of physical navigational guidance was reduced (depending on the age of the train 
itself), with older trains having less visual and audible guidance, requiring participants to use their 
smartphones for all three navigational approaches.  

In several cases, participants’ smartphone usage was directly linked to the participant’s aversion 
for riding a certain mode choice. For example, William, a DTI participant stated: “I don't care for 
the bus. I don't like the bus. The bus is a utility of getting there”. Participants often exhibited strong 
feelings towards certain mode choices and routes, which underscores findings from studies that 
state users tend to lean towards taking familiar mode choices (Chang, 2013; Ferri and Popp, 2022; 
Olsson, et al, 2013). Typically, the participants avoided modes and routes they were less 
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comfortable with unless otherwise required. The more uncertain a participant was with a mode or 
route increased the chance they used their smartphone for directional advice.   

3.4 Phone-induced Navigation Anxiety 
Access to smartphones in public transit spaces has led to an increase in user comfort and sense of 
security in terms of using these transit spaces (Brakewood, et al, 2014). However, this also results 
in an increase in individual smartphone-related anxieties. Several participants mentioned the fear 
of not having access to their smartphone to confirm navigational decisions, and how that fear 
influenced their navigational decision- making throughout the DTI. When an individual is put in 
an unfamiliar environment their stress levels increase, when an individual relies on their 
smartphone for navigational aid and it is not available to them, this increases their already 
heightened stress levels (Afrooz, et al., 2018; Ferri and Popp, 2022; Montello, 2007; Li & Klippel, 
2016,). Participants referred to having a low battery on their phone as a hurdle in their navigational 
process, as it made them feel like they had to memorize more than they normally would during 
their journey, and rush to get to the destination. When asked about why they felt this way, 
participants used terms such as “addicted” and “reliant” when it came to smartphone usage. Upon 
further questioning, participants revealed that they felt that the information provided to them in 
the wayfinding system wouldn’t be enough to get them through to their exact destination, and 
therefore felt the smartphone was more accurate and reliable for navigation.  

Many public transit wayfinding systems have not adjusted to the ubiquity and popularity of 
smartphones, nor have these systems fully integrated them into transit design. Participants who 
felt stressed about their smartphones were also the ones to refer to their smartphones throughout 
the DTI the most. Physical smartphone infrastructure in transit systems (e.g. accessible wifi, 
charging stations, etc.) can aid in assisting users and provide a holistic system that adjusts to its 
user’s needs. By including smartphone-friendly infrastructure into public transit, can help to 
increase user accessibility, which in turn, can aid in overall user retention. 

4. Conclusion 

Wayfinding is intended to enhance a user’s experience throughout their journey (Fendley, 2016; 
Egger, 2016; Mollerup, 2013; Wrede, 2016). However, there are several instances in public transit 
where wayfinding design does not fulfil its intended purposes. Understanding the role of the 
smartphone in individuals’ transit journeys is critical for future wayfinding design. This study has 
helped shed light on the increasing importance of digital practices in public transit navigation. The 
goal of this exploratory study was to illuminate the importance users put on their smartphones 
during wayfinding in public transit by examining two navigational practices found in public 
transit systems – digital and physical. Observing moments of smartphone use in navigation allows 
researchers to find design gaps in wayfinding networks.  

The study revealed that in both above- and belowground transfer stations, Directional Confirmation 
was the most widely used navigational approach by participants. Meaning that participants relied 
more on their smartphones during orientation within stations. Participants felt that in several 
sections of the public transit network, physical directional information was lacking in order to lead 
them to their next step in their DTI journey. The more participants used their smartphones for 
Directional Confirmation, the more they began to trust their smartphone over the physical space.  

In terms of On Transit navigation, participants were more likely to rely on their smartphone for all 
navigational approaches, rather than using the static navigational information provided to them. 
Modes such as the bus and the S-Bahn were perceived by participants as lacking in wayfinding 
guidance as they felt they required their smartphones when on these modes.  

The approach of the study showed us that observing participants’ smartphone usage while 
performing wayfinding tasks can help reveal deficiencies within a public transit environment. A 
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user’s perception and reaction to their surroundings is more telling than the intention behind a 
designed space. If a user does not feel that they are receiving enough information for them to 
continue their journey, they respond by actively seeking for guidance outside of their 
surroundings. The smartphone provides a solution for these perceived gaps. By observing 
participants struggling to read their physical environment and rely on their smartphones while 
performing wayfinding tasks during the DTI reenforces the idea that a robust wayfinding system 
within a public transit system increases trust and perceived functionality of the overall system.  

Although more traditional methods of wayfinding design (including signage and audio 
announcements) are effective in relaying transit navigational information, they are not always 
reliable in relaying their messaging. With the increase in smartphone ownership worldwide, 
embracing of smartphone capabilities into overall wayfinding design can help to alleviate many of 
the wayfinding design issues described by participants in this study and prepare for a newer 
generation of navigation.  

The DTI provides a robust method to gather empirical information from individuals. Limitations 
in the method include the fact our participants were all early to middle aged and educated 
individuals familiar with the Munich transit system. Future research using the DTI method should 
include a larger number of participants and a wider range of generational and social groups, 
providing for greater validity to final data. Future studies looking at smaller public transit 
networks, or specific sections of a transit network (e.g. just the bus network) could help to reveal 
larger discrepancies in public transit wayfinding design and user reliance on smartphone 
navigation, helping to reveal design solutions that combine both digital and physical practices.  
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